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1891-1894 But the greatest thing that I want to do, and mean to do if you will let
Age 39-41 me, is to make a life in which you can live (not as a more or less tolerable
form of punishment! you see I shan't forget that phrase) and find full
scope for every side of yourself. Don't think of me as c square' and
* violent,' paralysing and crushing out what is vivid and sensitive in you.
You know that I can be gentle and tender and flexible, and what you like,
and what makes you expand like a flower, and I will try to be more so
and always so—try harder than I have ever tried to succeed in the struggles
of my own life. Only you must encourage me and always tell me both when
I have pleased you and when you have been jarred. Will you promise
this ? ...
What a lot of nice talks we have had these last few weeks—on Sunday
morning at Panshanger, for instance, and on Monday night out on the
terrace here, and yesterday evening in my rooms, and in the brougham
coming home, And yot we seom to have left such masses of things
untalked about. Have you begun to road your Boswell 1 I wrote your
name very small at the beginning of the 1st vol. Tell me how you like
it, and about all you read, and all the people you see and the things you
do and all the letters you get and all the thoughts in your head, and in
fact—all your life, I cannot have too much."
•	.*•••*,
" Do you feel very happy and peaceful now that you find yourself
once more in your Dovecot and with the hills you love all round you ?
I have been trying to picture you there this morning, and what came
back most clearly to my mind was the walk we went together to the little
churchyard where Laura lies* You made mo kneel down with you by
the grass and we both prayed. That was nearly a year ago- I left Glen
that slight very sad at heart, for you almost blew out the candle of hope.
It has often been very near extinction, but you could always by a touch
of your finger make it blaze up again. As you know—though I daresay
you are sick of the quotation—it has been all the light of all my day.
You are not going to leave me in the dark, are you ? Your words on
Wed. night, and your darling telegram ' vibrate in my memory' like the
most heavenly music. Am I a fool ? , * „
Don't you think it would be rather nice, as I can't see you, if we were
to read some things together ? —I mean read them at the same time
and then exchange ideas. Suppose we try. I would suggest to begin
i with Keats' Hyperion. Do you know it too well \ I haven't read it since I
was a schoolboy. After all, these things are better going over again than
most of the new books. How do you get on with your Boswell ? Ityn't
ten me that you find it too long.
Nothing interesting has happened here to-day—an empty House toying
with votes of money in Supply. I have been to the office and answered
g^tions, and bought a new manuscript book to resume my diary 1 Are
l^lwriting anything in yours ? Mine has been suspended since my visit
t$ Col. Overton—Sund, March 12th—nearly 5 months. It seems so
tctoatural not to see you. What effect has distance and finding yourself
again among all the ferDiliar things on you ? I miss you, love you, live

